This contribution addresses the subject of engine inlet barrier filters (IBF) for rotorcraft. The purpose of an IBF is to mitigate the risk of particle ingestion by the engine, a situation that can cause irrevocable damage to key components. The risk is significantly elevated during a brownout landing, in which the rotor wake of a descending helicopter interacts with loose ground sediment, causing the generation of a dust cloud. In such a condition, an IBF successfully removes particles from the engine-bound air at the expense of a pressure drop, which grows temporally. The increase in pressure drop is caused by but not limited to an increase in incident velocity and a decrease of mean particle size; however the rate may be slowed by operating the filter at a tangential angle to the flow. The current work presents findings of a parametric study into the factors affecting particle accumulation and the consequential loss of inlet total pressure. 
NOMENCLATURE

INTRODUCTION
The myriad of problems that may arise from the operation of helicopters in dusty environments can be diminished by implementation of a sand filter at the engine intake. Such devices eliminate or significantly reduce the quantity of dust in the air being ingested by the engine. The Inlet Barrier Filter (IBF) is an example of such engine protection. IBF are installed ahead of the engine in a variety of configurations, determined by the engineairframe integration and mass flow requirements of the engine. On single-or light twin-engine rotorcraft the filters are located within the intake plenum or are flush with the airframe; on larger rotorcraft they may resemble an external, box-like structure. An example of the latter is given in Fig. 1 , which depicts a Sikorsky Blackhawk in operation, fitted with IBF devices at its intakes.
The necessary employment of IBF or other such particulate removal systems is best exemplified by anecdotal evidence of engine rejections. Severe erosion during the Vietnam War led to engines being withdrawn after just 100 hours of service (2) . More recently, during operation in the first gulf war, unprotected Chinook helicopters required engine overhauls after as little as 25 hours of service life (3) . The damage occurs through the ingestion of sand and dust particles that are disturbed from the ground and lofted into the air by the rotor wake. This creates a dust cloud that engulfs the helicopter. When the dust mass concentration exceeds 1·177 E-03 kilograms per cubic metre of air, the condition is known as brownout (4) , although this term is more generally appropriated to all situations of dust cloud generation. Based on this figure, an unprotected engine with a mass flow of 12·5kgs -1 could ingest around 7kg of particulate during ten minutes in such a dust cloud. Given the potential cost with regard to engine rejection, implementation of a particle-separating device is recommended. There are several types of sand-filter available. For a full review see Filippone & Bojdo (5) . The IBF represents one type of particle removal device. The system comprises one or more filter panels, through which engine-bound air passes. The route through the filter medium is tortuous; owing to their inertia, particles are intercepted by the fibres of the filter medium. In general, the probability of particle capture increases with particle Reynolds number, fibre diameter and filter thickness; however other mechanisms of interception increase the probability of capture at Stokes numbers below unity.
A side effect of IBF employment is a loss in total pressure of the influent air. The loss can be attributed to friction at the fibre-fluid interface and shear layers that arise through contraction and expansion of the fluid. Its effect on intake efficiency is analogous to duct loss. According to manufacturers, the loss is initially in the region of 600Pa but rises fivefold before a filter cycle is rendered complete, due to the capture of particles. The process of particle accumulation on and within the filter that gives rise to this transient state is known as clogging. Thanks to a great number of contributory factors, the clogging of filters is difficult to model. However, an understanding of the key factors may permit a low order prediction of IBF performance, which can be used in the future to ascertain the effect on engine performance by the reduction in intake efficiency caused by these devices.
The conditions of the operational environment are influential in the evolution of the clogged filter, in particular: the incident flow direction, the flow velocity magnitude, the size of the particles, and the concentration of the dust cloud. It is the objective of the current work to investigate the role of local conditions in filter clogging, in order to predict IBF performance. Computational fluid dynamics software (CFD) is employed to model two separate two-dimensional flow domains, which differ in scale but use the same method to simulate the resistance of the filter. The larger scale simulates a particulate-laden influent flow entering an engine intake fitted with an IBF. It records the position of each particle that reaches the filter, producing a spatial distribution of collected mass across the filter span. The smaller scale simulates the local flow at the filter surface. The filter resistance, represented by properties of a porous zone, is varied over time to reflect the collection of particles. The rate of increase of resistance is dependent on the local mass accumulation rate, the data for which are taken from the results of the larger scale simulation. The resistance increases are reflected in an increase in total pressure loss; averaging all spatially variant local pressure loss rates allows the pressure drop of the whole IBF to be analysed in a number of operational conditions.
BACKGROUND
Threat to rotorcraft engines
The damage caused by the ingested particulate is wide-ranging and affects the whole engine, although it is the compressor that suffers the greatest performance loss (6) . Damage to compressor blades encompasses blunted leading edges, sharpened trailing edges, reduced blade chords and increased pressure surface roughness. In addition to erosion, performance loss can arise from the deposition of molten impurities on combustor walls and on turbine vanes, which modifies the flow path. Such observations are made from numerous experimental and numerical investigations into the various aspects of particle ingestion, erosion, and deposition; a review is given by Hamed & Tabakoff (2) . Notably, it was found that particles as small as three microns in size can cause severe damage to exposed components.
To find out how particles are drawn into the engine intake, one can look to studies of brownout generation. Recent investigations into the study of the brownout phenomenon have been motivated by anecdotal evidence, which suggests that a developing dust cloud can vary in severity and extent for different rotorcraft due to certain rotor design features (7) . The difficulties encountered in modelling brownout caused by rotor wake interaction with the ground are related to the unsteady resultant flowfield, non-uniform particulate concentrations, and the transfer of momentum and energy between the carrier and sediment phases. A short review of the current literature on the study of brownout is included in the work of Leishman et al (2009) (7) , in which a series of experiments were performed with a two-bladed rotor system in hover over a sediment bed. Using laser-sheet imagery, the effects of rotor wake interaction in ground effect and the role of vortices in sediment uplift were studied.
The work describes the mechanism of mobilisation and transport of loose particles from a sediment bed. To be released from rest, it is observed that a mean surface boundary flow or threshold friction velocity exists, beyond which the aerodynamic forces acting on a particle exceed the gravitational and cohesive forces holding it down, causing mobilisation. Further release of particles was observed to occur due to bombardment by saltating particles and particles re-ingested through the rotor disk. Suspension in the adjacent flow occurs if the vertical drag on a particle is greater than its immersed weight. Hence in atmospheric winds, whenever the vertical component of the carrier fluid velocity is greater than or equal to the settling velocity of the particle (deduced from Stokes' drag equation) suspension will occur. On impingement with the ground, convecting blade tip vortices were observed to increase the relative vertical velocity beyond the settling velocity of the particle, leading to entrapment within the vortices. This process was augmented by the merging of adjacent vortices, which roll-up together one blade radius downstream from the tip.
The consequence of this is significant uplifting of particles into the flow domain surrounding the rotor disk. Since some of the downwash flow is ultimately re-ingested through the rotor disk, it follows that some particles may arrive at the engine intake. The size distribution of these particles is dependent on the upwash velocity; the upwash velocity is dependent on the strength and frequency of the tip vortices. Through the mechanisms described, the IBF can be expected to experience a wide range of dust and sand particles during operation. The exact size distribution of particles reaching the engine is unknown; prediction of the particle size distribution (PSD) has not been made. However, brownout investigations suggest that particles up to 100 microns in diameter may be lifted into the air high enough to be re-ingested through the rotor disk to the engine intakes. It is not known whether larger particles reach the intakes through other mechanisms. Further investigation is required, supplemented with real samples from intakes and engines in the fields of operation.
Unclogged filter performance
The performance of a clean filter is dependent upon its design. When an IBF is installed on a rotorcraft it cannot be removed during flight, which means there are times in which it will be operated in clean air. The unavoidable loss in pressure that is intrinsic to a filter's operation must therefore be minimised. This is achieved by pleating the filter, or folding the filter material in a concertina-like formation (see Fig. 2 ) to increase its filtration surface area. Spreading the volume flow across a greater area reduces the filtration velocity and thus the pressure drop across the filter medium. However, the act of pleating introduces a second source of pressure loss, caused by flow contraction and subsequent shear layer formation in the triangular-shaped pleat channels. This source grows as the number of pleats increases, which results in a u-shaped pressure drop curve giving an optimum design point for IBF, i.e. a number of folds for a minimum pressure drop. This is known as an optimum pleat density. The concept of optimal pleat density is discussed in the works of Chen et al (8) and Rebaï et al (9) . The pleat density is generally set for a given intake velocity, or volume flow rate per unit intake area (10) . During prior investigation into IBF design it was found that when a larger volume flow rate is anticipated, the optimum point leans towards a lower pleat density. This suggests that pleat channel losses are more sensitive to changes in inflow conditions than filter media sources of loss. The same investigation revealed the influence of filter medium resistance on optimum design point. Generally speaking, the more tightly packed are the fibres of a filter, the greater their ability will be to capture smaller particles, but at the cost of a higher loss in pressure. In a pleated filter, a more capture-efficient medium will contribute a greater fraction of the total pressure drop, thus favouring a higher pleat density.
While such observations can be useful in IBF design, one can draw other conclusions that are more relevant to the current work. Suppose that the pleated filter design is set. The pleat density is fixed at the optimum point, and the influent volume flow rate is expected to remain relatively unchanged. If it assumed that the 'clean' filter is designed for minimum pressure drop, any change during operation to the pleat geometry or filter properties will lead to an increase in pressure loss. From earlier work it has been shown that the non-media losses are determined by the channel geometry. A narrower pleat channel results in larger degree of flow contraction hence greater shear layer losses. It was also shown that filter media losses are dependent on the filtration velocity and internal filter structure. A shallower pleat channel leads to a lower total filter surface area, while a more tightly packed medium poses greater resistance. These phenomenological effects become important during operation of an IBF, as they are all concomitant with the clogging of a pleated filter. Hence their analysis can be used to ascertain the temporal performance of IBF. (10) .
Clogged filter performance
The theory of airflow through clean filters is well researched and largely in agreement with experiment (see Brown (11) ). However with respect to clogging, theoretical descriptions are far less substantiated by experimental data. This is due in part to the time-dependency of the process, for example the fate of two particles approaching a filter fibre depends on which adheres first and where it adheres. A particle's motion within the fluid is dependent on its size, shape, mass, temperature and velocity (linear and angular); while its adhesion to the fibres of filter or another particle will depend upon its coefficient of restitution, surface roughness and charge, along with all the varying fluid properties that may influence attractive and repulsive forces. However, it is possible to deconstruct the problem to gain a greater understanding of the mechanisms at work in order to realise the relevance of clogging in the context of IBF. First, it is useful to provide a brief description of the filter structure and the basic properties that are used to calculate pressure drop across a porous medium.
Filter media for IBF consist of multiple layers of either structured woven yarn, or unstructured randomly assorted fibres. The process of clogging, in which a filter is fed continually with particulate-laden flow, exhibits two distinct phases. Several cases of the clogging of planar media are described in Brown (11) in which the pressure drop as a function of time reached a point of sudden increase. The authors consistently found a discontinuity of gradient in the plot of pressure drop against collected mass, which they termed the clogging point. At this point, the filter has reached holding capacity and particles have begun to accumulate on the surface instead of within the medium, forming what is known as a filter cake: the filtration mode changes from depth filtration to surface filtration. In the second mode, filtration is made by the cake alone, and exhibits different filtration properties to the filter medium.
The evolution of these two modes is dependent on the particle Stokes number, which determines the method of capture by the filter fibres. Generally speaking, a particle of Stokes number below 0·2 follows the fluid streamlines. It penetrates deeper into the filter and is captured when its streamline passes too close to a fibre. In this case, deposition may be more even throughout the filter medium. Conversely a particle of greater inertia my find its trajectory curtailed sooner as it fails to negotiate the overlapping fibres, which results in an earlier cake formation. In the case of IBF, the range of particle sizes encompasses both actions. The bimodal evolution therefore depends on the properties of the particle size distribution: a PSD dominated by large particles may form a surface cake sooner than one comprising of mainly small particles. Once formed, the degree of resistance and subsequent evolution of the cake depends, once again, on the properties of the particulate of which is it composed.
The cake evolution is further complicated by its compressibility and fragility. Concerning the former, the drag force on a cake layer puts pressure on the adjacent layer; the summation of the two layers' drag puts pressure on the next layer, and so on. This leads to compression of the cake, the strength of which increases with depth and results in a non-uniform bulk density. Concerning fragility, the dominant adhesive force is the particle drag; other forces in filtration include van der Waals, electric forces and surface tension, which are negligible if it is assumed that all particles are of similar material, carry the same charge (if any) and that the humidity is low. The dust layer is therefore rather frail. Considering the operating environment of the IBF, in which there is a prevalence of vibration, noise and occasional impacts of large foreign objects, the difficulty of modelling cake growth can be appreciated.
Porous media pressure drop theory
Theoretical derivation of pressure drop through porous matrices has been widely studied and is not yet fully understood. Models range from theoretical to empirical, sometimes a combination of the two, but most are based on the following relationship;
Where ∇ p is the depthwise pressure gradient. The coefficients C and D determine the pressure drop and are referred to as the viscous resistance term and inertial resistance term respectively. The inverse of the viscous resistance term is sometimes also referred to as the coefficient of permeability of a medium: it gives the measure of a porous medium's ability to transmit fluid. Derivations of these coefficients are numerous (see Ch. 5.10 of Bear (12) for a comprehensive review); many derivations combine empirically derived coefficients with the particle or fibre diameter and a property known as the porosity. The porosity is the volume fraction occupied by voids: a porous matrix of low porosity will exhibit high resistance. One such derivation is the Ergun equation, applicable to monodisperse particles of spherical shape in high volume flow. The coefficients are given as;
Where ε is the porosity, and dp is the particle diameter. The coefficient C closely resembles the more commonly known Kozeny-Carman equation developed for flow at low Reynolds number, in which the quadratic term of Equation (1) disappears. From Equations (2) and (3) it is clear that the porosity plays an important role in filtration performance.
Another important contributor to pressure drop is the medium thickness, represented by the denominator in the pressure gradient in Equation (1). In depth filtration the medium thickness does not change whereas in surface filtration the filter cake grows temporally, which causes an increase in pressure drop. However one cannot absolve depth filtration from causing the temporal pressure growth. During depth filtration, a decrease in filter porosity occurs as particles are deposited which causes the pressure drop to increase. In air filtration by IBF, the pressure rise is initially due to the filter medium porosity decreasing, but is then attributable to cake growth.
Therefore, in theorising IBF performance it is useful to segregate the pressure drop into a contribution from the filter medium, and a contribution from the cake. The filter medium has a time-variant porosity, but a constant thickness. Conversely, the cake has a relatively constant porosity (it may undergo compression) but a time-variant thickness. The secondary source of pressure loss is also recalled here, which is due to non-media effects in the IBF pleat channels (note: for planar filter media this effect is absent). It can be estimated initially from the pleat geometric properties and filter medium pressure drop, but it too is time-variant: as the cake grows, the pleat gaps become narrower. Hence the total pressure drop is given as:
Where;
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The two time-variant variables -filter porosity and cake thickness -are directly related to the volume of particulate collected by the IBF;
Hence the transient state in this low order system is dependent on the mass collected within the filter and on its surface.
It should be noted that the Equation (8) represents a low order system. The variables given, such as the cake porosity, are unlikely to be singular, steady values given the complexity of the flow around the IBF intake. Furthermore, owing to three-dimensional variations in the filter topology and flow conditions, it is unlikely that the mass will be distributed evenly across the whole surface. The latter point can be modelled to an extent, as will be seen the proceeding section, but it would be very difficult to comprehensively account for all variations in particle distribution.
In the real situation, however, many shapes and sizes of particles exist. When the feed contains a size distribution, the porosity of the cake decreases due to the smaller particles occupying the pores between the large particles. When the feed contains particles of greater specific surface (or smaller shape factor) the cake resistance increases due to higher total drag. Since smaller particles also exhibit a larger specific surface, a more accurate representation of resistance may be modelled using reference dimensions of the smaller particles in a PSD. In a study on this subject, Wakeman (13) suggests that instead of using the mean diameter (50%) of a PSD as the characteristic diameter, a more reasonable estimate would be the 5% or 10% size on the cumulative distribution curve.
Using CFD to simulate flow through pleated filters is limited to a few studies (8, 14, 15) . Recent work by Rebaï et al (9) sought to reduce the computational requirements by deriving a semi-empirical model for gas flow through pleated filter from similarity solutions of the pressure and velocity profiles in the pleat channels. Their model showed good agreement with CFD results, enabling application to pleat geometry optimisation. A subsequent study introduced particles, proposing a theoretical model to predict filter clogging as a function of pleat shape (16) . The local particle accumulation rate was assumed to be proportional to the local velocity, which was predicted using the semianalytical model of the previous work. Using this model, the authors could relate the temporal pressure loss to flow rate and pleat geometry, another useful tool in filter design optimisation.
. . . (6)
. . . (11) The current work reverts back to CFD. It differs from Rebaï et al by modelling the entire IBF panel in a simplified airframe and in the assumption that particle accumulation rate is not, in reality, proportional to velocity. This assumption is valid when the size distribution of particles reaching the filter is narrow and has a mean Stokes number below that at which inertial effects can be neglected. In this condition, particles follow fluid trajectories. In application to IBF, the anticipated particle size range is two or three orders of magnitude wide. The current work also considers the case of pleat clogging when the flow is not parallel to the pleat symmetry line. The methodology adopted is intended for use in future work for more complicated IBF-airframe geometries, and influent flow properties.
Methodology
While abundant in number, the variables described above are mostly related to the flow properties and the filter's geometric properties, which are more or less steady. In this low order system, the unsteady variables are dictated by the mass of particles reaching different parts of the filter. This in turn depends upon the local conditions around the intake such as the capture streamtube, the incident flow direction, and the sand type. To examine the effects of these features a parametric study is performed. The study investigates the role of three operational parameters. They are:
1. Incident Velocity Magnitude. An IBF mounted on the top of the airframe may experience varying levels of rotor downwash strength, while a forward facing IBF may be subjected to different incident flows depending on the flight mode. To investigate this, four velocity magnitudes are tested.
2. Incident Velocity Direction. In the integration of an IBF into a helicopter airframe the designer may have the option of a pitot type installation facing into the flow, or a flush type installation parallel to the oncoming flow. To investigate the difference in performance, if any, two directions are tested.
3. Particulate Properties. The properties of a dust sample may vary considerably between locations. To examine whether this affects IBF performance, two test dusts are examined. The operational parameters act over a large range of lengthscales. The thickness of the filter medium or the filter cake is in the order of millimetres, while the intake entry width is two to three orders of magnitude greater. For this reason the study is split into two simulations. The first models the clogging of the filter pleat by simulating first the accumulation of particles within the medium, then the subsequent cake layer formation. This will be referred to as the intake scale. The second models the flow changes around the intake which influence the mass of particles reaching the filter, and the spatial distribution of these particles over the filter's span. It is referred to as the pleat scale. The two simulations are then combined to produce a model for intake efficiency that reflects IBF performance in each operational condition.
Description of the computational simulations
Simulations were performed on the two simplified representative domains, using commercial CFD software Fluent TM . While known for being highly numerically dissipative and therefore potentially inaccurate, the solution speed offered by Fluent was preferred due to the volume of tests to be run. Future work could verify the code's accuracy, but until there are experimental results against which to validate the methodology, the more important outcome is to obtain qualitative results between configurations. The software has the capability to solve the Navier-Stokes equations for the free fluid flow, while computing particle trajectories and two-way coupling between continuous and discrete phases. To represent the pleated filter in the pleat scale and intake scale domains, a fluid zone is identified and applied with Fluent's porous media model. In the cell zones lying within the designated porous zone, Fluent adds a momentum source term to the Navier-Stokes equations of the form;
Where S i is the source term for the ith (x or y) momentum equation, and C and D are the viscous and inertial resistance coefficients defined by Equations (2) and (3) respectively. This momentum sink term corresponds to the pressure gradient in Equation (1).
The intake scale simulation is performed first to ascertain the spatial distribution and mass concentration of particles reaching the filter. This is based on the premise that differing inlet conditions will cause different clogging scenarios. A domain is created containing a simplified, two-dimensional representation of a helicopter intake. The flow enters through one boundary of the domain and is allowed to exit either through another boundary or through a boundary designated as the engine inlet, which draws flow at a rate corresponding to a realistic engine mass flow rate. The engine intake contains a corrugated porous region of the domain that represents an integrated, pleated IBF (see Fig. 3 ). The particles are injected into the domain at the flow inlet and their trajectories are tracked. The porous domain is invisible to the particles, but not to the flow; particles pass through the domain unchecked and escape the domain, but their motion is impeded by the air, which itself is affected by the presence of the filter. The exact location of a trajectory passing through the porous domain boundary is recorded. Summing the number of trajectories passing through a given section of the porous domain allows the total particulate mass flow rate to be calculated.
The second simulation, of the pleat scale, imagines that a filter pleat is receiving a constant mass of particles over time. A small porous domain is drawn to represent a half-pleat section, with nine further sections of even thickness stacked ahead of it to represent layers of accumulated particulate. This is depicted in Fig. 4 . Respective resistance coefficients relating to the sink term described by Equation (12) are prescribed to the filter pleat section and each cake layer, such that each porous domain has a unique resistance. The objective is to obtain the pressure drop across the clogging filter, as a function of mass collected. This is achieved by using an unsteady simulation, in which the resistance properties are varied with time to reflect particle accumulation. Consider the pleat to be collecting mass at a rate proportional to the flow velocity, mass concentration, and pleat width (or effective capture area). The total mass collected is equal to the mass flow rate multiplied by the time elapsed. The formation of the first cake layer occurs when the mass collected is equal to the filter medium capacity; formation of the next cake layer occurs when the mass collected (since filter capacity) is equal to the mass of one cake layer, and so on. The filter medium resistance is reduced by decreasing the porosity in Equations (2) and (3) by an amount corresponding to the volume of particulate collected as a fraction of filter volume. Until enough time has elapsed for a cake layer to form, the resistance of that layer is zero: it is invisible to the flow.
The time-dependent resistance properties of the filter medium and cake layers are made possible through the use of a user-defined function (UDF), which updates the viscous and inertial resistance coefficients of each porous medium zone every time step. The UDF for the filter medium varies the resistance by an amount corresponding to the mass collected in a time step until the filter reaches capacity, at which point the coefficients are held constant. Similarly, the UDF of each cake . . . (12) layer holds the resistance coefficient at zero until the time at which the cake layer would form. When 'active', a cake layer's resistance does not vary with time; the model assumes an instantaneous creation of the thin layer. The result is a smooth pressure rise with time for the period of filter clogging, followed by a stepped increase in pressure drop during layer formation. An expression for the UDF method is given by;
Using the data of the second simulation, the pressure drop can be given as a function of the mass collected by a single pleat. Using the data of the first simulation, the mass collected at each pleat of the filter (over a given period of time -the data show spatially different mass flow rates) can be calculated. Combining the two sets of data thus gives the spatial and temporal pressure loss variation across the filter span. By averaging across the intake width, the total temporal intake pressure loss due to the presence of a clogging IBF can be established.
Flow domain
For the pleat scale, the benefit of symmetry allows a half-pleat to be used to reduce computational requirements (see Fig. 3 ). The pleat has a depth of 50 E-03m, a width of 5 E-03m and a thickness of 1E-03m. These dimensions lie in the range of dimensions given in the patent by Scimone (10) from which current IBF on the market originate. There are nine cake layers of identical thickness of 0·05 E-03m, stacked ahead of the pleat section and evenly distributed along the filter surface. For the intake scale, a domain is created to represent a simplified integration of an IBF in a helicopter airframe (see Fig. 3 ). The top and bottom boundaries of the domain are 0·75m, the side boundary is 1·5m and the intake width is 0·5m. The pleat section of the IBF in each domain is identical to the shape used for the pleat scale test, but is multiplied to span the intake with 50 pleats. The decision to use identical pleat shapes instead of simpler rectangular sections that would permit a structured mesh was made with the foresight of future simulations with the same domain. It is anticipated that more complex intake geometries will be tested, which will require unstructured pleat meshes. Furthermore the effect of pleat channel shape in multi-directional flows, on filter performance will be examined; in such an investigation it is more suitable to use identical pleats at each scale, with curved folds. The boundary labelled engine is a mass flow outlet that represents the suction produced by the engine. All parametric tests are performed with this domain.
Modelling procedure
The commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) package Fluent TM was used to solve the NS equations, compute particle trajectories and implement user-defined functions. For the pleat scale, no particles are injected into the domain. The air flows from left to right through the porous domain, in which energy is extracted from the flow according to the relationships described earlier (Equations 1-3) . The solution is time-dependent, or unsteady, which allows the resistance of the porous domain to be increased in every time step. The modelling procedure is as follows:
1. Solve the steady state condition.
Initialise the unsteady state condition.
3. Increase the porous medium resistance.
Update the steady state solution.
Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until there have been enough time steps for the ninth and final cake layer to form.
For the intake scale, the dispersed phase was treated as having a low volume fraction in the continuous phase. This is assumption is based on the standard mass concentration of 1·17 E03kgm -3 for brownout and a particle density of 2,650kgm -3 . This affords the Euler-Lagrangian approach to modelling the two-phase system, in which the fluid phase was treated as a continuum and the dispersed phase was solved by tracking a large number of particles. In this approach, the particles can exchange momentum and mass with the fluid, however in the present work the particles were inert and the process was treated as adiabatic. The energy equation was disabled, and the flow was treated as incompressible. The modelling procedure is as follows:
1. Solve the continuous-phase flow.
2. Create the discrete-phase injections.
3. Solve the coupled flow.
4. Track the discrete-phase injections. Fluent predicts the trajectory of a particle in the flow by integrating the force balance equation, which is written in a Lagrangian frame. The inertia of the particle equates to the forces exerted by the fluid upon it, which relate to the relative drag on the particle, the effect of gravity, and any other miscellaneous forces, which may include the Brownian Force and thermophoretic forces. Due to the absence of sub-micron particles, these latter forces were neglected in the present work. The particles were treated as irrotational point-masses, whose change in momentum is extracted from the continuous-phase using a momentum sink term. At the current stage of the work, the effect of turbulent dispersion on the particles is neglected; hence the particle trajectories were based on the mean continuous flow field. The particle force balance equation is written in a Lagrangian reference frame; for the x-direction it is given as follows;
where F D (u -u p ) is the drag force per unit particle mass and; in which u is the fluid phase velocity, u p is the particle velocity, μ is the molecular viscosity of the fluid, ρ is the fluid density, ρ p is the particle density and d p is the particle diameter. Re is the relative Reynolds number, defined as:
The drag coefficient is given by;
where a 1 , a 2 and a 3 are constants that apply to smooth spherical particles over several ranges of Re (17) . The default values used by Fluent are adopted in the present study.
Solution setup
The gas phase properties relate to air at Standard Day. The Reynolds Stress Model is used to solve for the turbulence in the continuous phase, which has a prescribed intensity of 2% and a lengthscale of 0·0007m based on 7% of the pleat channel width. The Reynolds Stress Model was chosen after comparing different RANS turbulence models on a case from the literature (8) . A model of identical dimensions to the case model in the work of Da-Ren Chen et al (8) was subjected to a flow of very low turbulence intensity. The results from the RSM closely matched the laminar results given in Chen's work. The pleat scale domain is discretised into an unstructured mesh of triangular elements, containing 56,200 cells. The intake scale domain is discretised into an unstructured mesh of triangular elements with a grid size of 2,363,950 cells. Both grid sizes were determined via independence testing. Pressure-velocity coupling is solved with the well-known SIMPLE differencing technique (18) , with a second-order upwind scheme that was also determined through independence checks. Independence was reached when there was no notable change in the pressure and velocity profiles across the pleated filter with increased grid size or higher order numerical schemes.
It is recalled that the acquisition of data is in two parts. The intake scale test permits all parameters to be tested and in each case the local variation in mass accumulation rate across the filter is observed. The incident velocity magnitude test is performed by prescribing four velocities to the inlet of the flow domain: 2·5ms . To investigate the effects of particulate properties, cumulative mass spectra were used that relate to two test dusts: AC Coarse made up of particles of 2-200 microns diameter; and AC Fine made up of particles of 0-80 microns diameter. The cumulative mass distribution curves are shown in Fig. 5 , using data obtained from a commercial test dust provider (12) . The vertical axis represents the percentage by weight of the test sand that would pass through a given sieve size represented by the horizontal axis.
The particles are injected along the domain inlets. In the absence of data with which to prescribe boundary conditions, it is assumed that all particles are moving with the carrier fluid with zero relative velocity i.e. posses the same velocity as the inlet flow. The two-phase volume flow rate (per unit metre in z-direction) at the inlet can be calculated from the inlet width and inlet velocity. Combining this with the value for brownout concentration (1·177 E-03 kilograms of particulate per cubic metre of two-phase flow) dives the discrete-phase inlet mass flow rate. The PSD is segregated into particle groups, for example 5-10 microns, each of which relates to the data presented in Fig. 5 . There is one injection group per particle group, the properties of which relate to the mean (50%) particle size of the group and respective mass fraction. For example, the 5-10 micron group is represented by a diameter of 7·5 microns, which corresponds to 14% on the cumulative mass fraction curve. These data can be used to determine the total mass flow rate per particle group injection. For the 5-10 micron group, the mass flow rate is thus 1·258E-06kgm -3 . Once the particle diameter and total mass flow rate are set for a group injection, Fluent requires the number of injections, or the spatial distribution of particles at the inlet. The spatial distribution of particles is difficult to measure let alone prescribe to the inlet boundary; investigating the multitude of contributory factors is beyond the scope of the present work. Instead, an idealised spatial distribution is prescribed based on interparticle spacing. The interparticle spacing is the average distance between two adjacent particles, and is dependent on the particle group's representative diameter and concentration. The interparticle spacing can be calculated from the following formula;
Where L is the interparticle centroid distance and φ is the ratio of continuous-phase to discretephase volume fraction. Dividing the inlet area by the interparticle spacing gives the number of injections per particle group. However, preliminary runs using this method proved unsatisfactory, as 'large' particle groups with a small fraction of the total mass concentration has such sparse distributions that their occurrences on the filter amounted to just a few locations. To remedy this and 
).
create more representative and useful results, the number of injections of each particle group was multiplied by, and each particle stream mass flow reduced by, a factor of 25.
In the pleat scale test, the porous domain is prescribed with an initial resistance of 4·386 E+09m -2 . This value is the inverse of the coefficient of permeability of an air filter used in the automotive industry, taken from a similar study by Rebaï et al (16) . The velocity magnitude of the approaching flow is set to match the intake entry velocity, based on the engine mass flow and intake area. The increase in resistance per time step corresponds to the effects of 0·59 E-03kg of particulate being captured. This is based on a mass concentration of 1·177 E-03kgm -3 and inlet velocity of 3·44ms -1 . The resistance of each cake layer is 'activated' when the total mass collected has reached 13·36 E-03kg. This represents the holding capacity of the filter, and is also based on the filter material from the Rebaï study. In the Rebaï study, the critical mass was established by subjecting the material in planar form to a slurry feed and observing the discontinuity in the pressure -collected mass plot that characterises the change from internal clogging to surface accumulation. The surface area of the pleat is 0·0502m 2 m -1 and each cake layer has a thickness of 0·05E-03m. Based on a cake porosity of 0·65 (taken from a cake study by Endo et al (20) as a reference for accumulated AC test dust) and a particle density of 2,650kgm -3 , each cake layer forms after a mass step size of 19·95 E-03kg. Such intervals are arbitrary, but are chosen to be the same order of magnitude that the filter can be expected to experience, and thus reveal reasonable values for pressure loss.
Assumptions
Several assumptions are made in the modelling at both the pleat scale and the intake scale. The key assumptions are as follows:
• All simulations are performed in two dimensions. The intake scale test allows for spatial variation along the filter's y-axis, but not along its z-axis. In the real case variation is likely in all directions, not least due to complex flow effects occurring below the main rotor disk where helicopter engine intakes are usually located. The current work however is of a low order, and neglects these effects.
• The local distribution of mass along a single pleat surface is assumed to be even. This is unlikely, given the myriad of influences of cake growth described above. A more educated guess for local distribution may be to assume build up occurs where throughput mass flow is greatest, based on the Stokesian trajectories of particles following fluid streamlines. However, the particle size range is wide and at the pleat scale the changes in fluid streamlines are likely to be too small to influence the larger particle trajectories. Furthermore, while not fully studied yet, such local variations in particulate distribution may be insignificantly small in comparison with spanwise variation of accumulation across the IBF.
• The efficiency of the filter is assumed to be 100%, which means all particles of all size in the slurry are arrested. In the real case, IBF have a high efficiency of around 99% for AC Coarse Test dust, but some fine particles may pass through the filter.
• The filter properties are taken from the literature, on the assumption that their application in automotive air filtration is similar. For more accurate results, real data are required. In particular the resistance coefficients could be established by curve fitting flow rate versus pressure drop results from tests of IBF material with Equation (1). Likewise, it would be useful to know the mass holding capacity of the IBF.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of IBF before clogging occurs is presented first, to illustrate the effect of its presence on intake efficiency. A useful technique for evaluating intake performance is to present data in terms of pressure recovery, which quantifies the conversion of decelerating air into pressure rise at the intake. Dividing the recovered pressure by the freestream dynamic pressure gives the intake efficiency. A negative intake efficiency indicates that the engine must supply work to draw in its required mass flow; good intakes have efficiency around unity in which all momentum is recovered as a pressure increase. The intake efficiency for the two flow directions over a range of freestream velocities (or incident velocity magnitudes) is presented for the simplified intake used in the present work, with and without IBF fitted in Fig. 6 . The results in both cases show that efficiency improves with freestream velocity, which is expected. When the flow is tangential to the intake, the pressure recovery is reduced. Tangential flow may arise if the intake is mounted on the side of the airframe; Seddon (21) in his book on intake aerodynamics suggests that such an intake can be expected to reach a maximum pressure recovery of only 30%, before efficiency drops off again with increasing velocity. This suggests a balance between ram recovery and the energy spent pulling the approaching air though 90° into the intake. When an IBF is fitted to the intake, the effect on ram recovery is noticeable: the presence of the porous medium substantially negates the pressure recovered through ram effect; only at high freestream velocity is the efficiency at a level in the region experienced without engine protection fitted.
The resistance offered by the filter begins to increase as particles collect on its surface. To illustrate the performance divergence from the situation of no filter fitted, the transient pressure drop is presented as an efficiency given as the total pressure ratio between the case with and without an IBF installed. Hence:
Therefore the efficiency represents the reduction in total pressure as a direct result of the filter's presence, and the accumulation of particles. The efficiency is plotted as a function of time. However it is noted that this reflects the IBF performance when operating in a dust cloud of uniform concentration. In reality each brownout landing creates a dust cloud of unique composition, concentration and dispersion, depending on local conditions. Nevertheless the simplifying the dust cloud to a single homogeneous discrete phase affords comparison between the parameters tested.
Incident velocity magnitude
The different inlet velocity magnitudes are presented for the two flow direction cases, with an identical test dust is for all results (AC Fine). The velocities are given in terms of the engine inlet velocity. Figure 7 illustrates the anticipated result of a reduction in efficiency with time. As the flow normal to the filter increases in magnitude (akin to a greater downwash velocity or forward flight speed) the efficiency gradient initially becomes gentler, before steepening with increased velocity magnitude. When the flow is tangential to the filter the rate of decrease is observed to lessen with increasing velocity, although this trend become less noticeable at higher velocities suggesting minimum gradient may be reached. These opposing trends are shown in Fig. 8(a) .
In the normal flow case, it appears that the performance is enhanced as the ratio of incident velocity to engine inlet velocity passes through unity. Applying continuity, this occurs when the freestream capture streamtube area is equal to the inlet area, although it unknown whether maximum performance occurs exactly at this point. When the freestream velocity is less than the inlet velocity, the capture stream tube area is larger. This widens the catchment area for particles of low Stokes number hence increasing the mass collected. This can be seen in Fig. 8(b) , which shows the composition of the captured particulate as a function of velocity: at low velocity the collected mass is dominated by small particles. As the velocity ratio increases through unity, the catchment area reduces in size and fewer smaller particles reach the filter. This is again reflected in Fig. 8b , which shows a decrease in proportion of the smaller particles and an increase in proportion of the larger particles, with increased velocity.
The significance of this is not immediately apparent due to the simplified form of the present work. The change in streamtube shape arising from a higher freestream velocity causes the composition of the captured particulate to change. Following fluid streamlines, smaller particles are effectively scavenged away, leaving a greater proportion of the collected mass occupied by larger particles. A unit mass of larger particles offers less resistance to flow than a unit mass of smaller particles, hence it may be beneficial to utilise this feature of the streamtube. This effect is not realised in the current work because only a single diameter was used to represent the test dust in the resistance formulation (Equation (2)). Whether or not the difference in resistance is significant enough to influence IBF design remains the subject of future work.
In the Tangential case, the effect of increasing velocity is more discernible. Fig. 8(a) illustrates the reduction in mass captured by the filter as the velocity ratio rises. The gradient appears to become gentler, suggesting a minimum may be reached at higher velocities. This is reflected in Fig. 7(b) . The reduction can be attributed to the increase in particle inertia: as its momentum increases, a particle's inertia overcomes the viscous drag imposed on it by the carrier fluid and increasingly struggles to negotiate the change in direction required to reach the filter. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 . 
Incident flow direction
Looking across the range of IBF installations, one would see a great variation of solutions largely dictated by the initial intake design in the airframe. To compare the performance of those facing into the flow with the IBF designed flush with the airframe, the data from the velocity magnitude test are re-presented. Figure 10 illustrates the difference between the two configurations when subjected to two velocities. Predictably the tangential intake performs better, taking almost three times as long to suffer the same reduction in efficiency when the velocity ratio is 4.38.
Also of note is the sensitivity of the difference in performance of the two to incident velocity magnitude. It is recalled from Fig. 6(a) that a normal flow intake recovers pressure better than a tangential flow intake. When the freestream velocity is low, less than the engine inlet velocity, there is marginal advantage to IBF positioned parallel to the flow once particles begin collecting on the filter; the pressure recovery of a pitot-style intake may therefore be beneficial. However as incident velocity increases the benefit of a side-facing intake become significant. Such conclusions are relevant in IBF design: if the flowfield around the intake is known, it can be advantageous to design the IBF tangential to the incident flow to utilise the inertial separation effect shown in Fig. 9 .
Particulate properties
One difference between normal and tangential flow that is not explored in the present work is their respective effects on the composition of the accumulated particulate. The composition is important because it determines the resistance posed by the filter cake. It was discussed in the background section that the smaller the constituent particles of a cake, the greater the resistance owing to a larger surface to volume ratio, or particle drag per unit volume. This feature manifests itself in the data presented in Fig. 11 , which are presented with the mass collected per square meter of filter surface as the abscissa, rather than time. By removing the dimension of time, the differences in efficiency can be attributed to the properties of the collected mass alone, rather than to contrasting mass flow rates.
Properties of the collected that may affect the resulting pressure loss are its composition and its distribution over the filter. One observation from the collected data is that only a small portion of particles distribute evenly over adjacent half-pleats. When the flow is normal to the filter panel, particles small enough to fully follow fluid streamlines distribute fairly evenly, while large particles that are not influenced by fluid viscosity continue on their normal trajectories and also deposit evenly. However the majority of particles that are influenced both by inertia and viscous forces tend to accumulate predominantly on one half of a pleat. This is exemplified by Fig. 12 , which shows a great contrast in deposition rates along the IBF span (represented by scattered markers). Averaging over two adjacent half-pleats (which together resemble a single pleat) yields a better idea of the spanwise distribution of particulate. In this there is a significant difference between the normal and tangential cases, caused by the angle of incidence of oncoming flow. Other data show variations in distribution due to velocity magnitude for each case. However, critically, the same data show that such distribution variations have little effect on pressure loss. Put simply, the IBF performance appears to be unaffected by the way particulate is distributed across a filter.
This observation affords the conclusion that differences in pressure drop between the test dusts shown in Fig. 11 can be attributed to each dust's properties. A unit mass of AC Fine test dust deposited on a filter will cause over twice the loss in pressure than a unit mass of AC Coarse test dust. While these dust compositions are artificial, they are thought to closely resemble typical desert environments around the world and are indeed used by IBF manufacturers to test their filters. Moreover they exemplify the importance of particulate size distribution in IBF performance. Returning to the second test, of incident flow direction, it may now be more significant that in the normal case a higher velocity results in a cake with a higher proportion of larger particles. Furthermore in the tangential case the larger particle tend not to be captured by the filter; despite accumulating mass slower than the normal case, the particles of the resulting cake may offer more resistance. 
CONCLUSIONS
It is clear from the results that an engine fitted with an IBF will receive air at a lower total pressure. What this means for engine performance is the focus of future work. The loss in energy is presented in the current work as a percentage decrease of total pressure from the unprotected situation. In an idealised state, in which the filter operates in a dust cloud of constant concentration and composition resembling a brownout of test dust, the total pressure lost to the filtration process can be as much as 18% in 0·7 hours. However, drawing such quantitative conclusions may be premature given all the non-ideal effects occurring in the real situation. Furthermore, IBF manufacturers stipulate a maximum pressure drop to be caused by a filter in operation (before a cleaning schedule is required); a drop of 18% should not be reached as it represents too great a performance loss to bear. What these results show instead is that the performance of an IBF is not limited merely to its construction. Operational parameters affect the rate of total pressure loss considerably; limiting the loss through tailored design is also a possibility. The qualitative conclusions that can be drawn from the present work are as follows: 1. Due to increasing particle inertia, when the particulate laden flow approaches the filter in a normal direction the loss in total pressure increases with increasing velocity; when the flow is tangential, the loss in total pressure decreases.
2. Due to the inertial separation effect induced when the flow approaches tangentially, a sidemounted intake performs better than a pitot-style intake, when operating with engine protection. This is in contrast to an unprotected engine intake that achieves more pressure recovery when facing into the flow.
3. The properties of the accumulated dust affect the resulting performance, with a finer sample offering greater resistance to flow. It is found that for the same mass collected on the filter, a particulate made up of AC Fine dust particles exhibits over twice the loss in pressure over one made up of AC Coarse test dust.
4. The composition of particulate accumulated on the filter changes with velocity magnitude, when the flow is normal to the filter. It is found that when the incident velocity magnitude is below the engine inlet velocity, a greater proportion of smaller particles are collected. The subsequent loss in performance is shown to be greater in such a situation, in which the accumulated mass offers more resistance per unit mass.
5. From a design standpoint, it would be advantageous to orientate the filter flush with the oncoming flow to utilise the inertial separation effect.
